1 Losing authenticity: from sounds of machine to sounds by machine
The focus of this essay is the paradox inherent in the last decades of game music development. As we can observe, game music since its early beginnings used to bear distinctive imprints of the medium. Its variety was indisputably limited by both hardware and software conditions. Thus, music and sound displayed or mirrored the possibilities of the used media. In terms of aesthetics this type of music can be perceived as having a high rate of authenticity. The mastery of overcoming the new technical limitations was comparable to a mastery of a classical music composer dealing with physical givens of the traditional music instrument. A certain paradox -which had been experienced already in early times of electroacoustic music in Europe -meant the involvement of game coders or programmers in game sound and music composition. It suggests that the first creators of game music were not professionals at all. And it is far from the last paradox of the story.
What we have been witnessing in recent years is a slow but obvious disappearance of authenticity of technologically produced game music. Whereas the first videogames used native sounds produced by rather technically poor chips and in that way represented an authentic product of contemporary hardware (i.e. musical instrument), later, following the growing potential of the hardware, the sounds produced by it became increasingly artificial, virtual and estranged to its hardware source. The first authors and music makers perhaps dreamt about the sounds of the violin, the piano or the human voice, but during the hunt for perfect simulation of traditional musical instruments nobody realized the loss of something
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Pong (Atari, 1972) as the first video game using sound deserved these sounds rather accidentally by randomly found frequencies on the tone generator as its designer Al
Alcorn refers, speaking of "sounds that were already in the machine" (Kent, 2001 : p. 41-42 cited in Collins, 2005 .
As Karen Collins points out "most video games music at the time of the early arcade hits [i. e. end 1970s] included one or two-channel tunes either as quick title themes or two to three-second in-game loops" using approximately four-tone schemes (Collins, 2005) .
At the time the quality of sound was rather poor due to the use of Programmable Sound Generators (PSGs) based on a simple sound synthesis resulting often in pure waveforms with an almost uncontrolled timbre.
The main attention should be focused on the authors of early video game music. The situation was generally analogous to early electronic music in USA and/or in Europe. It generally followed two patterns: first, the author was technically skilled and they were able to manipulate the technology themselves. In these cases the music was technically functional but mostly lacked an artistic value.
The second pattern was a collaboration of a technician and an artist. Although it was rather difficult due to the communication barrier between the world of art and the world of technology, it was usually artistically productive.
In the case of early sound video games the first music authors were musically experienced programmers, i. e. music amateurs. Strictly speaking the early sound games did not apply a music composition, rather a sound design (or a dramaturgy of sound). The designers as nonprofessionals were not obliged to compose elaborated scores, especially in a situation when the technology itself would not make it possible. The tendency of keeping the musical structure as simple as possible (due to limitation in computational and/or memory capacity) led designers rather into the realm of pop music using reduced means than into the world of classical (artificial) music with its rich variety of changes in all musical parameters.
The only option how to face the insufficiency of the hardware (or technology generally) was to reduce the music processes and material elements to minimum.
Thus, in that point emerged algorithmic composition as a method of economizing on memory space. A set of formal 
Getting hot?
The video game music development could be also viewed of their dreams. Now, more than ever, it was obvious that the real goal of game music was to match film music. This was a typical example of a new medium acquiring confidence. On the other hand the tendency of game music authors to match the compositional mastery of film music composers was nothing more than a logical manifestation of a remediation of the previous cultural form. The originally attractive interactivity was later gradually replaced by a certain kind of interpassivity
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Thus, the game music development has given rise to a conflict between two following tendencies. The first one 
The Hollywood sound paradox
As mentioned above, a certain paradox appeared in connection with the development of game music: the more up-to-date a videogame was, the more obsolete and traditional music it used. Thus, today's games in the mainstream production are immensely fascinated by the Hollywood sound idiom crystallized in the film industry starting in the 1930s.
Firstly, let me summarize the Hollywood sound idiom as being described by film music theorists. Jeffrey Richards in his book Imperialism and Music: Britain, 1876 -1953 defines the style as follows:
The idiom of classical Hollywood was late- which is based on the certain type of spectacle performed by technology (Wood, 2014: 138) .
Increasingly, the growing capacity of sound hardware enabled composers and sound designers to approach traditional musical instruments by FM synthesis and later by wave table synthesis. Still, the virtual sound of "real"
classical instruments represented something very strange and alienated to silicon-based hardware. It was a sound by machine. Thus the more "real" the sound of the instruments was, the more virtual it was in fact perceived.
The sound of the large symphonic orchestra has nothing in common with the real sound of the machine used for its production. What has been achieved here is a complete loss of the authenticity of game music. In its "mirror development" it reached deep into the history of audiovision, i. e. into the Hollywood sound era of the 1930s.
In this respect the today's phenomena of bitcore, bliphop, 8-bit music, chiptunes, chip music, etc. has become clearer. What became the object of nostalgia was not the old quirky sound style, but rather the authenticity of it referring directly to its source. In short, the new medium of game music cannot satisfactorily be represented by symphonic orchestra as was the film in its golden era, but rather by beeps, clicks and hums. The reason lies in the contemporaneous identity of the medium and the music.
Whereas symphonic orchestra was a very common musical ensemble of the 1930s connected mostly with the culture of the bourgeois society (for example with balls or the opera), there is no logic in using it in entertainment at the beginning of the 21 st century except in the possibility that it is taken as an allusion to a certain historical period.
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Simultaneously, symphonic music has always functioned as a symbol of the cultural production of a higher social status. Thus, just like the film assumed its social status from the opera by imitating its style, videogame reused the identic strategy of exploiting the film as an already wellestablished cultural form. The historicity of music is indisputably one of the most pressing problems to be solved in the quest for a contemporary authentic game music style.
At the crossroads: stylistic solutions of contemporary game music
As Peter McConnell (Wood, 2014) The obvious cinematic quality of the soundtrack is conditioned by the sheer fact that the main theme music is intended to accompany a cut-scene (often also referred to as a "cinematic"). Similarly, it works very well as a part of the game trailer, where it acts as a musical sign of the game.
Longing for a lost authenticity: 8-bit music nostalgia
Secondly, representing the opposite pole, an 8-bit music, which can be perceived today either as an expression of a nostalgia for the "good old times" of primitive hardware-limited music, or in a highly puristic and experimental way suggestive of a progressive way of thinking.
In recent years chip music has returned to modern gaming, either in a real full chip music style or using chip sound samples in the music. Among the games using these strategies in their soundtracks are Mega Man Battle Network, Reset Generation, Seiklus, Tetris DS, Sonic Rush, Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game, Super Meat Boy, Bit.Trip Saga, VVVVVV, Super Hexagon, and Fez (Chiptune, 2016) .
The For the music used in the next game Machinarium Tomáš Dvořák got more space than in the previous project. He created more complex and longer pieces that were much closer to autonomous music than to a purely functional one.
Making it big. Cui bono?
The final question of this essay is: what is the purpose of striving for a huge symphonic sound in contemporary game? Somewhat surprisingly, the answer does not lie in the needs of the game itself or perhaps in the style or structure of the music. The problem has to be solved in the social and cultural context of game development.
Current trends could be summarized in three main points. 
